Kenneth Robert Minogue: Published works 1957-2013

1957

Review of Charles Parkin’s *The Moral Basis of Burke’s Political Thought* in *Economica* (May, 1957)

1958

‘The Language of Comparative Politics’ in *Political Studies* (October, 1958)

1959

‘Power in Politics’ in *Political Studies* (October, 1959)

1960

Review of: An Immortal Commonwealth: The Political Thought of James Harrington 1960


‘The Red Bowler Hat’; Short Story in *British Millinery* (December, 1960)

1961
‘A Fable of Time and Class’ in *The American Scholar* (Spring, 1961).

‘How to Make Trends and Influence People’ in *The American Scholar* (Summer, 1961).

1962


1963

‘THE LIBERAL MIND’ (book)


1964


1965

‘How has Liberalism Affected Religion?’ in *Aryan Path* vol. xxxvi no. xii (December, 1965), 535.

1966


1967

**NATIONALISM (Book)**


‘As the New LSE Term begins: Behind the Student Anxiety’; comment in *The Daily Telegraph* (April 1967)

1968


‘How Strong a Force?’. *Insight* No. 3 University of Sussex (Autumn, 1968)
1969

‘Fantasy World of Student Militants’; comment in *The Daily Telegraph* (February, 1969)

KM at the Select Committee on Education and Science (Sub-Committee A), on ‘Student Militancy at the London School of Economics’ (May, 1969).


1970


1971

‘KM on modern ideology’; in *The Spectator Review of Books* (June, 1971)


1972
‘Less Darkness at Noon’; review of Leonard Schapiro’s *Key Concepts in Political Science: Totalitarianism* (1972)

‘Theatricality and Politics: Machiavelli’s concept of Fantasia’ in *The Morality of Politics* by Bhikhu Parekh (1972)


‘Grasping Nettles’: review of T.J Nossiter, A.H Hanson, Stein Rokkan’s (eds) *Imagination and Precision in the Social Science* in *Spectator* (July, 1972)

‘Erotics in Wonderland’; review of Richard King’s *The Party of Eros* in *Spectator* (October, 1972)

Encyclopaedia Americana, vol 17, pp. 294-297, Entry on ‘The Liberal Party’ (1972)

‘Politics without pain’; review of Bernard Crick’s *Political Theory and Practice* in *Spectator* (December, 1972)

‘Epiphenomenalism in Politics: The Quest for Political Reality’ in *Political Studies* (December 1972).

1973


‘Hard shell and soft head’; review of Barrington Moore’s *Reflections in the Causes of Human Misery* in *Spectator* (March 1973)


‘Political Science’; review of Jonathan Benthall’s *The Limits of Human Nature* in *Spectator* (December, 1973)


1974

**THE CONCEPT OF A UNIVERSITY**


‘Universities: What they are and the many ways they are currently misunderstood’ in *Purposes in Education* (Institute for Cultural Research, 1974), 14-29.

‘Who are the masters now?’ in *Spectator* (February 1974)

*The notion of ‘higherness’*; review of R.E Bell and A.J. Youngson’s *Present and Future in Higher Education* in *THES* (March, 1974).

‘The knobbly sensibility of the modern socialist’; review of Ralph Miliband and John Saville’s *The Socialist Register* in *THES* (March, 1974).
‘Ideas, on the Stage and Off: From Rousseau to Marx’, a review of Economic Materialism and Social Moralism by Shirley M Gruner 
*Encounter* (April, 1974).

‘Doctor Fromm’s Attempt at a Cure’ *Encounter* (July 1974)

‘Working on the Pleasure Principle’: review of Alisdair Clare’s ‘Work and Play’ August 30th 1974


‘National Interests’; review of Andrew Gamble’s *The Conservative Nation* in *THES* (November, 1974)

1975

Column in The Times Higher Education Supplement (1975-76)
- ‘Politicians need a language of their own’
- ‘The survival of English is at stake’
- ‘Chieftain of the learned clan’
- ‘Is LSE Light Horse enough of a Defense?’
- ‘Crowther-Hunt and the future confidence’
- ‘Depth rather than breath’
- ‘Never send to know for whom the bell tolls’
- ‘Free speech for closed minds’
- ‘The price to pay for having ideas’
- ‘This passion for polishing our images’ (December ‘75)
- ‘A culture to match one’s geography’ (April ‘76)
- ‘Do Universities ruin good conversation’ (June ‘76)

‘Recent Discussions from Machiavelli to Althusser’ in *Political Studies* (March, 1975).
Remarks on the Relations between Social Contracts and Reason of State in Machiavelli and Hobbes in Roman Schnur (Ed.) Staatsrason, (Berlin: Dunker Ampersand Humblot) 1975

‘The uncertainties of socialism’; a review of Leszek Kolakowski and Stuart Hampshire’s (eds.) The Socialist Idea in the TLS (March 1975).


‘Sober thoughts on University Government’, Minerva Vol. XIII, No. 2 (Summer, 1975)

‘The Department of Government’ in LSE: The Magazine of the London School of Economics and Political Science vol 49 (June 1975), 1-2

‘Dr Spock Thinks Again’ in Encounter (July, 1975).


‘Wrong terms’; review of John Plamenatz’s Karl Marx’s Philosophy of Man in Spectator (December, 1975),

1976
CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL PHILOSOPHERS


‘The material benefits’; comment in TLS (April 1976)


‘The Origins Of History’; comment in Quadrant (wrongly dated)

‘Nazi Rituals’ review of The Nationalization of the masses by George Mosse (Quadrant, September 1976)


1977


‘As the politics of love breed hatred’; comment in The Daily Telegraph (February. 1977)
Review of Ted Honderich’s *Social Ends and Political Means* in *Philosophy* (April, 1977)

‘If the Law should fall’; review of Ronald Dworkin’s *Taking Rights Seriously* in *TES* (June, 1977)

‘The marginal and the outraged’; review of Irving Horowitz’s *Ideology and Utopia in the United States* in the *TLS* (June, 24 1977)


‘Thoughts and Circumstances’; review of Martin Seliger’s *The Marxist Conception of Ideology* in *TLS* (October, 1977)


1978


‘The biases of the bench’; review J.A.G Griffith’s *The Politics of the Judiciary*
- Subsequent correspondence concerning the Griffith’s imbroglio in *TLS* (January, 1978)


1979


‘On Chirping Crickets and Elite Canoeists: Notes on the metaphorical imperative’ (New Lugano Review, number 1,1979)

‘Can one Teach “Political Literacy”’ in *Encounter* (June 1979).


‘Review of Bernard Levin’s Taking Sides in TLS (November 1979)

‘Is Happiness there for the taking?’ - review of ed. Erlich (etc)’s Reinventing Anarchism: what are Anarchists Thinking these days? in TES (November, 1979)

‘Habermas on Legitimation’ in The Cambridge Review (Dec.1979)

1980

‘Identifying Ideology’ in Ideology and Politics Maurice Cranston and Peter Mair (1980).

‘The concept of property and its contemporary significance’ in Nomos XXII (NYU Press, 1980).


‘Privilege, independence and a confused equation’; first comment in discussion with John Griffith, in the THES (March, 1980)

‘Why the lessons of Gould must not be forgotten’; a response.

‘Devalued Degrees’; review of Kenneth Ashworth’s American Higher Education in Decline in THES (April, 1980).


‘The Idea of Utopia’; comment in Quadrant (July, 1980).


‘Between Rhetoric and Fantasy’ in Encounter (December, 1980).

Schools of thought'; review of three books, John Passmore’s The Philosophy of Teaching, and G.H Bantok’s Dilemmas of the Curriculum, and John Anderson’s Education and Inquiry, in TLS (December, 1980)

1981


‘Fluttering fig-leaves: KM in an ideological wonderland’; review of Brain Easlea’s Science and Sexual Oppression: Patriarchy’s confrontation with Woman and Nature in TES (April, 1981)


‘The rise of the mediocrity’; review of Regis Debray’s *Teacher, Writers, Celebrities: the intellectuals of modern France* in *THES* (June, 1981)


**1982**

‘The place of metaphor in the construction of political reality’, in *Language and Politics* ed Maurice Cranston and Peter Mair (*Brussels* 1982)


‘Hidden riddles’; a review of Anthony Giddens’ *A Contemporary Critique of Historical Materialism: Power, Property and the State* in *THES* (March, 1982). *

‘A simple history’ *Quadrant* (April, 1982)
‘Underemployed Titans’, *Quadrant* (May, 1982).

‘Fellow Travellers’ Tales’; review of Paul H’s *Political Pilgrims: Travels of Western Intellectuals to the Soviet Union China and Cuba* in *Policy Review* (Summer 1982)

‘Australia 2000’ in *Quadrant* (October 1982).


1983

‘Bacon and Locke: or Ideology as Mental Hygiene’ in *Ideology, Philosophy and Politics*, (Calgary Institute for the Humanities 1983).


‘Class won’t Die: Alas’; review of Peter Calvert’s *The Concept of Class* in *TES* (1983)


‘The Seven Deadly Rigidities’ (IPA Review Spring 1983)

‘Abstractions all around’; review of Simon Clarke’s *Marx, Marginalism and Modern Sociology: From Adam Smith to Max Weber* in *TLS* (May, 1983)


‘Relativism on the Banks of the Isis’, review of Christopher Lloyd (eds. Social Theory and Practice, and David Miller and Larry Siedentop (eds.)’s The Nature of Political Theory in Government and Opposition (Summer, 1983).

‘The roots of modern dogmatism’ in Quadrant (June 1983) (Text of the Latham Memorial Lecture delivered at Sydney University)


‘Rhetoric of Evasion’: a review of two books on Popper, Times Higher Education Supplement (November 1983)


‘Second Opinion; facing up to the cuts’; comment in TES (November, 1983)

1984


‘Thinking About the Bomb’; review of Blake and Pole (ed.) Dangers of Deterrents: Philosophers on Nuclear Strategy in THES (Feb, 1984)

‘How Critical is the “Crisis” in Liberalism?’ in Encounter (June 1984).

‘The power-hungry State that feeds off its poor’; comment in The Daily Telegraph (July, 1984)

Has Crystal Ball Gazing a Future?’ opinion piece in The Daily Telegraph (December, 1984)

‘Bucking the Trends’: review of Peter Simple's The Best of Peter Simple in TLS, and Michael Wharton's The Missing Will in TLS (December, 1984).

1985

ALIEN POWERS: THE PURE THEORY OF IDEOLOGY (Book)

‘Shaking the pedestals of the great'; review of Richard Rorty, JB Schneebyn, Quentin Skinner (editors) Philosophy and History: Essays on the historiography of Philosophy. THES (March, 1985)

Comment in The American Spectator (April, 1985).


‘The Periodicals, 29 Quadrant’: Review (November, 1985)

**1986**

‘Confusing the landmarks’; review of George Watson’s *The Idea of Liberalism* in *TLS* (January, 1986)


‘What is wrong with Rights’ in *Public Law and Politics*, ed by Carol Harlow. (Sweet and Marlow, 1986).


‘At God’s left hand: KM on the long reach of Liberation Theology’; comment piece in The Times (April, 1986).


‘Loquocentric Society and its Critics’ - Government and Opposition vol 21 number 3 Summer 1986

‘Keeping out the new barbarians’; comment piece (September, 1986)

‘Hitler with Everything: KM traces the roots of campus intolerance to two sources; the centrality of the Nazi experience and the ideological tendencies of the academic method itself’ in the Times (October 1986).

‘Don't Deny us Our Freedom to be Foolish’; comment in The Times (November, 1986).

‘May the market force be with us: KM in The revival of classical Liberal theory’; comment in The Listener (November 1986)

‘How not to disagree’; comment piece on Channel 4’s The New Enlightenment in The Sunday Telegraph (December 1986).
1987


‘Loquocentricity and democracy: The communicative theory of modern civil unity’ in *Political Discourse: Explorations in Indian and Western Political Thought* Bhikhu Parekh and Thomas Pantham (Sage Publications, 1987).


‘Concrete Individualism and the Classical Model: A Tension in Modern Politics’; paper prepared for the European Consortium for Political Research (1987)

‘Still a nanny to cuff the naughty rich’; review of Roy Hattersley’s *Choose Freedom: the Future of Democratic Socialism* in *The Evening Standard* (January, 1987)

‘Do we really want political apartheid?: KM calls for one law for all, not representation by racial group?’ comment in *The Times* (January, 1987)

‘In search of lost stupidity: Kenneth Minogue ponders the dangerous growth of mere silliness’; comment piece in *The Times* (February, 1987)

'The graves of academe'; review of 'The Closing of the American Mind' by Allan Bloom (TLS July 24th, 1987)

'The Idea of Liberty and the Dream of Liberation: Two Themes in the Western Political Tradition' in *Encounter* (July/August 1987).

'The Thatcher reign and the Westminster system'; review of two books regarding the Thatcher years, in *Quadrant* (November, 1987)

'Quiet Moans the Don'; comment piece in *The Evening Standard* (November, 1987).

**1988**

'The Ivory Towers under assault from philistines of the Right: KM on the rise of the practical at the expense of the theoretical'; *The Independent* 1988

'Looking back on 1968' LSE Magazine, FS, Major Features (filed as 1988)

'The Life and Ideas of Niccolo Machiavelli’ in *Social Studies Review* (May 1988)

Interview with *Michael Oakeshott* (1988) (LSE Magazine?) *


'Freedom as a Skill' in *Culture and Politics*, European University Institute Series C Political and Social Sciences 12 (1988).
‘No place for guilt in the New Right’ in The Birmingham Post 1988

Socialists answer the New Right [seminar]. KM’s contribution “Socialism is a type of perpetual virgin” in An Alliance for Workers Liberty [pamphlet], 6-10 1988 probably.


‘This talk of racism is nonsense’; comment piece in Sunday Telegraph (April, 1988)

The life and ideas of Niccolo Macchiavelli - Social Studies Review May 1988


‘Gamekeepers into gardeners’; a review of Zygmunt Bauman’s Legislators and Interpreters in TLS (June, 1988)


‘My Week: Don in sex calls misery’; Diary for The Independent (October, 1988).


‘In vino (and a pint of bitter) veritas’; comment piece in The Evening Standard (November, 1988)

‘Through the processor’; comment piece in the TES (November, 1988)


‘Not Guilty! The moral premises of modern British conservatism’, in *Quadrant* (December 1988).

‘A bandwagon for scoundrels’; comment piece for the *Evening Standard* (December, 1988)

### 1989


‘Political Theory versus the Philistines’; opinion in PSA News (February, 1989)

Long letter about Europe NB in TLS (February 1989)

‘The Papacy of Brussels’; KM in European Affairs (March, 1989)


‘We must be masters in our own house’; comment piece in the Evening Standard (May, 1989).

‘Diggers and dobbers’; comment piece in The Evening Standard (August, 1989)


‘The voice that awoke Europe to its threatened freedoms’; comment piece in The Independent (August, 1989)

Freedom under Mrs. Thatcher’ contemporary Record Autumn 1989

‘Paranoia or Suspicion’; review of John Pilger’s A Secret Country in The Times, (October 1989)

1990

Review of ‘Europe of Many Circles: Constructing a wider Europe, by Richard Body TLS 1990


‘Is national Sovereignty a Big Bad Wolf’ in Is national Sovereignty a Big Bad Wolf (The Bruges Group Press, 1990), 19-25.


‘Stranded by her own revolution’; comment piece in Evening Standard April 1990

‘Down with the revolution! Mob rule is a loser’; comment piece in The Daily Express (April, 1990)

‘Mad, bad… and dangerous to forget’; a comment piece in The Evening Standard (April, 1990)

‘What has happened to Robert Nozick?’ in Quadrant (May 1990).

‘Why sex laws are Britain’s own affair’; comment piece in Sunday Telegraph (June, 1990).

‘Giving the beggars what they deserve’; comment piece in the Sunday Telegraph (June, 1990)

‘Can socialists ever have fun?’ comment piece in the Evening Standard (July, 1990).


‘The new director and the future of the school’: conversation Kenneth Minogue with new director Dr John Ashworth, LSE Annual report 1990

Sir Karl Popper philosophizes in conversation with Kenneth Minogue, LSE Annual report 1990

1991

Review of Ronald Barnett’s The Idea of Higher Education in Publisher unknown (1991)


‘The Great Thatcher Mystery’ in Quadrant (Feb 1991)

Review: Universal Reason Covers All: Hiram Caton’s The Politics of Progress (Policy, Spring, 1991)

‘Blueprints’; comment in Marxism Today (April, 1991).

‘Socialism is a type of perpetual Virgin’ Kenneth Minogue replies in debate ‘Is socialism dead?’ with John O’Mahoney, in (An Alliance for Workers’ Liberty pamphlet December 1991

‘The moral collapse of young America’; comment piece in the Sunday Telegraph (May, 1991)


‘The puzzling paradoxes of feminism: Kenneth Minogue questions the assumption behind Feminist Book Fortnight which begins this week’; review in The Sunday Telegraph (June, 1991)

Quote Unquote (Daily Telegraph 8/6/91 KM quoted on feminism.

‘Enlivening the victims’ lives’, review of a collection of feminist works, in Women’s Studies (June, 1991)

‘Dame Edna’s fan’; review of Peter Coleman’s The Real Barry Humphries in the Salisbury Review (June, 1991)
'Can Scholarship Survive the Scholars?' in *Academic Questions* 4:4 (Fall 1991), 62.

'Democratic Robbery'; review of PJ O'Rourke’s *Parliament of Whores* in *The Sunday Telegraph* (September, 1991)


'The Goddess that Failed: like other ideologies, feminism asks not, What is right? but, What’s in it for me?’; comment in *National Review* (November, 1991)


1992

'Classy but Shaky’ Review of Francis Fukuyama *The End of History and the Last Man* No. 26 (Jan 1992).


'Ethnic Conflict in the Soviet Union: The Revenge of Particularism’ by Kenneth Minogue and Beryl Williams, chap 9 in ‘Thinking
Theoretically about Soviet Nationalities: History and Comparison in the Study of the USSR Ed, J. Motyl 1992


‘The New Constitutionalism: We should be wary of moves to remove political objectives from the continuing process of debate and decision-making and entrench them in constitutions.; in *IPA Review*, Vol. 45 No.4, (1992)

The illusion of human goodness’; review of Peter Marshall’s *Demanding the impossible: a history of Anarchism* in *The Sunday Telegraph* (February 1992)

‘Self-hatred and the European Community’ The Sydney Papers Spring 1992

‘Intruders in academe: the Universities should be remote’; review of Jaroslav Pelikan’s *The Idea of University: A Re-examination*’ in *Sunday Telegraph* (May, 1992)


‘How much Justice Does a Society Need?’; The John Bonython Lecture (August, 1992)

1993


‘Modes and Modesty’ and ‘History of Political Thought Seminar’ in The Achievement of Michael Oakeshott Jesse Norman ed. (Duckworth:1993).*


‘Ism by Ism: a drift on the restless sea of ideology’; review of Andrew Vincent’s Modern Political Ideologies in TLS (Feb, 1993)


Shirley Robin Letwin, 1924-1993 (Obit in Policy, Spring 1993)

‘And is there that Leviathan?’ - review of Preston King’s (ed) Thomas Hobbes: critical assessments in TLS 1993


1994

‘Identity, Self and Nation’ in Integration and Fragmentation: the paradox of the late twentieth century Institute of inter-governmental relations, Queens University Ontario (1994).


‘Whingeing on about Aussies and Pommies’; review of Manning Clark’s *History of Australia* in *The Times* (March, 1994).


‘And does thinking make it so?: KM ponders the political role of the philosopher’; comment in *The Times* (August, 1994).

‘Death of the Karl who buried Marx’; KM on Karl Popper, in *The Sunday Telegraph* (September, 1994)


‘Can Politics Survive the Twenty-first Century?’; academic chapter in ? (December, 1994)


1995

**Politics: A Very Short Introduction** (Book)

Review of Roger Michener (Ed.) *Nationality, Patriotism and Nationalism in Liberal Democratic Societies*, in *Nations and Nationalism* Vol 1 (2) 1995


‘The LSE’; Letter concerning Ernest Gellner and Ralf Dahrendorf in *TLS* (June, 1995)


Review of Nicholas Brown’s *Governing Prosperity: Social Change and Social Analysis in Australia in the 1950s* in *Policy* (Summer, 1995-96) *


‘Thoughts of the first Eurocrat: Kojeve’s view of Hegel and the self-loathing of the bourgeoisie’; review of Shadia Drury’s *Alexandre Kojeve* in *TLS* (September, 1995).*

‘Creeping Regulation: Smoking and the Citizen’; 1995 (British American Tobacco).


‘Cultural Cringe’; comment in *The National Review* (December, 1995)

‘Sisters are ruining it for themselves…’; KM comment piece in *The Australian* (December, 1995).


**1996**


‘Machiavelli and the Duck-Rabbit Problem of Political Perception’
*LSE on Social Science: A Centenary Anthology* (Edited by Helen Sasson and Derek Diamond 1996).


‘Best of British can still inspire us to greatness: a plea to end the fashion for Knocking our heroes’; comment piece in *The Daily Express* (1996).


‘Le radici Cristiane di una Societa Libera’ Torino 17 April 1996 CIDAS, paper at conference translated into Italian by Paolo Heritier*

‘The battering ram’; review of Brian Kennedy’s ‘A Passion to Oppose’ (TLS May 24th 1996)

‘Friends and foes’; review of Heinrech Meier’s *Carl Schitt and Leo Strauss* in *TLS* (August, 1996).
‘Our betrayal of tomorrow’s generation’; comment in *The Express* (October, 1996).

‘A war of everyone’; a review of Harvey Mansfield’s *Machiavelli’s Virtue* in *TLS* (September, 1996).

‘Does National Sovereignty Have a Future?’; comment piece in *The National Review* (December, 1996)

‘The good state’; a review of JK Galbraith’s *The Good Society* in *Prospect* (December 1996).

1997


Popper’s war work: the limitations of piecemeal social engineering’; review of Jeremy Shearmur’s *The Political Thought of Karl Popper* in *TLS* (February 1997)

‘Decline: a prelude’; review of John Gray’s *Endgames: Questions in Late Modern Political Thought* in *New Statesman* (March, 1997)


‘Give us this day our news on the hour’; comment piece in *The Independent* (July, 1997)
‘Scientists have turned us all into laboratory mice: in the competitive world of medical research, today’s breakthrough is likely to be tomorrow’s health risk’; comment in The Express (August, 1997).

‘The lust for news - our greatest sin’; comment piece in The Express 1997*

‘She was touched by a natural sense of divinity: As millions struggle to come to terms with their grief, why are we suffering so much over the loss of Diana?’; comment piece in The Express (September, 1997).

‘ID Control: as quickly as social restraints are toppled, governments erect new ones in the form of regulations’; comment piece in the National Review (November, 1997).

‘As social restraints topple, governments erect more’; comment in The National Business Review (November, 1997).

‘The curse we must fight this Christmas: Millions will spend the festive season on their own this year.’; comment piece in The Express (December, 1997).

1998

WAITANGI: MORALITY AND REALITY (1998)

‘A view from academe’ in Middle Eastern Studies 33:5 (1998) *

‘Citizenship and Monarchy: a hidden fault line in our civilization’ in The Institute of United States Studies, University of London (1998)


Discussion: *Power and Language* CUSP (Spring 1998).


The Limits to Justice - The National Business Review (March 1998) *


‘Aborigines and Australian Apologetics’ in *Quadrant* (September, 1998)

Reply to Kenneth Minogue by Raimond Gaita *Quadrant* Nov 98
Why ‘more’ means ‘worse’ in higher education (News Weekly, October 3rd 1998 reproduced from Adelaide Review)

VAT on Art Sales: (letter to Telegraph Nov 11998)

‘What is this thing called a “right”?’ comment in The National Post (December, 1998)


1999

Enter a new army of cranks (Comment, Evening Standard 1999)


‘The Ego and the Other’; review of Lorenzo Infantino’s Individualism in Modern Thought: from Adam Smith to Hayek in TLS (January, 1999).

‘Modernizing the Brits: Letter from London’; comment in The American Spectator (January, 1999)

‘Our desire to conform is crushing the human spirit’; comment in The Independent (January, 1999).


Discussion: Social Implications of a Global Economy, in ‘Cultures in the Twenty-first Century: Conflicts and Convergences, A
A selection of papers presented at a symposium celebrating the 125th anniversary of Colorado College. Timothy Fuller ed. The Colorado College Studies no. 32 (1999)


‘The Utopia in Our Future: if you like the nanny state, you'll love Mummy’; comment in American Outlook (Spring 1999).


‘The worst of friends’; review of two books, Norman Podhorietz’s Ex-friends and Hilton Kramer’s The Twilight of the intellectuals: culture and politics in the era of The Cold War’ in TLS (April, 1999)


‘Creed for Democrats’; review of Robert A Dahl’s On Democracy in TLS (June 1999)


‘Superstructural scholasticism’; review of two books, Joe McCarney’s The Real World of Ideology and David Manning (ed.) The Form of Ideology in TLS (July 1999).

‘Epitaph for the University’; comment in LM 124 (October 1999).


‘Totalitarianism: Have we seen the last of it?’ The National Interest No. 57 (Fall, 1999).

**2000**


‘Civil Identity and the Anglosphere in Australia (Appendix II); in Samuel Griffith Society (2000)


‘What's the big idea?’: comment in The National Post (January, 2000).


‘Health and Justice (1); academic Chapter in Medicine and Humanity 2000


‘I am free!: London Letter in Adelaide Review (May, 2000)

‘Transnational interests’; comment in American Outlook (Spring, 2000)


Compulsory Votes Delusion (letter to the Daily Telegraph, 3rd June 2000)


2001


‘Bang to rights’; review of FL Morton and Rainer Knopff’s The Charter Revolution and the Court Party in TLS (February, 2001).


‘Moral Evolution and the Future of the Anglosphere: the decline of traditional, informal systems of restraint and the rise of political correctness suggest a new moral order that bodes ill for Western civilization’; comment in American Outlook (March, 2001)

‘How Civilizations Fall’ The New Criterion (April 2001)

‘Why can’t a Toff be more like a Prole?’; comment in The Adelaide Review (April 2001).


‘How to be a political realist: London Letter’, in Adelaide Review (June 2001)
‘Soul Music’; review of Mark Blitz and William Kristol’s (eds.) *Educating the Prince: Essays in honour of Harvey Mamsfield* in TLS (June, 2001).

‘Fooling most of the people most of the time: London Letter’, in *Adelaide Review* (July 2001)

‘Every day’s a sorry day: London Letter’, in *Adelaide Review* (August 2001)

‘How Many Cultures can Stand on the point of a Nation’; comment in *The Adelaide Review* (October, 2001).


**2002**

‘Some Doubts about Democracy: How the modern state is evolving.’ (GUIIBF Ozel Sayisi /special issue 2002)

‘Civil Society and David Blunkett: Lawyers vs. Politicians’ in *Civitas* (2002).


‘Now hear this: The Professor’- KM on rock, royalty and Mick Jagger; in *Sleaze Nation* (January, 2002)

Michael Oakeshott as a character, Profiles (in Society March/April 2002)

‘Back to the future’; review of Will Hutton’s *The World We’re In*, TLS (2002)

‘Passion dies for the bride of the state: higher education has become a slave to its cold cash-monster master - in a humiliating and mutually unhealthy marriage’; comment piece in *THES* (August, 2002)

Britain’s Home Secretary Challenges the Lawyers; comment piece in *The Adelaide Review* (September, 2002)


‘A Short History of Bullying, Toadyng and Snitching: KM puts America’s fixation with the schoolyard bully in perpective’ in *The Women’s Quarterly* (Winter, 2002)

**2003**


‘Managing’ Nationalism (New Left Review, October 2003), 95. [debate: KM vs Brendon O’Leary]


“‘Christophobia” and the West' *The New Criterion* (June 2003).
‘The rationalist in our politicians: The pathology identified by Michael Oakeshott in the 1940’s is still strong today’; commentary in TLS (June 2003).


‘Understanding Nationalism’ New Left Review (September/October, 2003).
Kenneth Minogue vs Brendan O’Leary

‘Does Australia Have an Identity Problem?’ in Quadrant (November, 2003)

‘No blood or dagger’; a review on Luke O’Sullivan’s Oakeshott on History in TLS (December, 2003)

2004


‘Fundamentalism isn’t the problem’ The New Criterion (June 2004).

Discussion TK of ‘Religion and the Victorians’ by Simon Green The New Criterion August 2004
2005


‘Multiculturalism, a dictatorship of virtue’ Introduction to *The Poverty of Multiculturalism* Patrick West (Civitas, 2005).


‘The LSE Right on the Peterhouse Right’, in *The Social Affairs Unit* (Web Review), September 2005


‘Prudence: The Orchestration of the Virtues’ in Decadence: The passing of Personal Virtue and its Replacement by political and Psychological Slogans Ed. Digby Anderson

2006

‘Thatcher’ in English Historical Review CXXI:494 (2006), 1569-1570 *


Review of Michael Oakeshott’s Lectures in the History of Political Thought in TLS (March, 2006)


‘Seduction and Politics’ in “‘Christophobia” and the West’ The New Criterion (November 2006).

2007

‘Universities as Ideological Training Institutions’ in Can the Prizes Still Glitter: The Future of British Universities in Changing World Hugo De Burgh et. al. (University Buckingham Press, 2007).

‘Reality bumps while the vision bounces’; review of both Simon Lee’s The Best for Britain: the politics and legacy of Gordon Brown and Brian Birvati’s The End of Decline: Blair and Brown in power, in the THES (2007)
‘A Triumvirate for our Time’ a review of John O’Sullivan’s *The President, the Pope and the Prime Minister:* Three who changed the world. *The New Criterion* (February 2007).

‘A clunking managerial manifesto: KM has no time for socialist simplicities in new clothing’; comment piece in *THES* (April 2007)

‘A World that’s to the right of Thatcherism’ (THES May 2007)


2008


‘The future’s loaded with leftist cliché’; review of Anthony Gidden’s *Over to You, Mr. Brown* in *THES* (2008)


2008 *
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